
Salzberger 
HEMORANDUM: Telephonic converstation with Dolores Salzburger, associate of David 

Richard Braman of Minneapolis--2/6/69 

FL 	: Gary Richard Schooner 

Background; Dolores has apparently been associated with Dave Kr ion since prior to the assassination and has played a moOor role in his work. My own observations and those of others suggest that she is being used by him and that she is basically a very shy girl who wants to be involved in spy-type business. She claims now to be blind but there are reasons to doubt this. 

Dolores claimed to have been in Dallas from )Jov. of 1965 to March of 1966, with Kroman having arrived in Dallas a week before she did. She worked as a departmental supervisor at Southern Trust t Mortgage Co. She used her uncle's name to get the job. He has the same last name. He was previously President of the Sanger-Harris stares, and then Chairman of the Board. 
Dolores claims that she and Dave were poisoned the weekend before they were due to interview Earlene Roberts, who she claims died a day before they were to interview her. She claim- that Kaman (who was a notary) took an affidavit (which was stolen from Kronen in the Nashville, Tenn. incident) from Wfailian Whaley in which Whaley swore that Oswald ;lad claimed that he would get a medal from the government for the assassination. Dolores claims to have heard this foam another source. In regard to the incident off of Miami, Dolores claims that Kroman had a seizure and she killed the motor while trying to start the boat. She said that they were buying a fishing teat fleet to nett out and would not give any details as to what it wean they were looking for. According to Dolores, while in Dallas Kronen tried to get a job in the medical records office at Parkland hospital but was not successful. She mentioned also that Kr man was treated quite well in Springfield and that he came hack with a sun tan! Info on 	Hunt: 
Dolores claimed that Dave saw Hunt on the 14th or 16th floor of the 1st National Bank Bldg. "where his office is." Krowan had "called him up on a Sunday afternoon and got right through at home.' Hunt allegedly saw him because he wanted info on Humphrey. "According to Hunt (he mentioned 4 people): J. Edgar Hoover, who he said tes a sexual pervert, Lyndon Johnson, who was a lousy president, John Kennedy deserved to die, but he thought Hubert Humphrey would make a wonderful president." (transcribed fart tape) "It leaves that great big question mark there about Hubert Humphrey's alliances with H.L. Hunt, that such a reactionary would support him." She claimed that Kroman was with hunt for a long time (at least greater than 3 hours) and failed to show up far their coffee date. Of Hunt she said "It's too bad he's not just an eccentric old man--he's much too dangerous." 

Final note: Kronen has mentioned Hunt as having been involved many times, but I have not written mance on it since by the time of those coversations I had decided that Kra an was totally unreliable. It is noteworthy that Kr man's plot theory bears same resemblance to Baxley's, and Kr an came along before Baxley. I will try to get a copy of Kroman's novel, which Dolores claimed was going to be published by Dell, but which will not be published now. It allegedly deals with both the assassination and politics. 


